Course Description:
Thousands of wood windows are ripped out of this country’s older and historic buildings each year. This astonishing loss is due in part to the fact that few people remain skilled in the repair and maintenance of wooden windows. In this three-day workshop, Instructor Sally Fishburn will guide participants through practical and economic methods to deal with sash stuck in place with paint, broken glass, rotten sash joints, weathered sills, bowed meeting rails, and frame joint decay. Learn how windows were originally constructed, why some last for centuries and others rot and fall apart after just a few years. Participants will learn to conduct assessment surveys on windows at Nevins Cottage in Waterford, CT, evaluate window treatment options, plan and cost window repair projects, complete repairs, and how to plan for scheduled window maintenance.

Instructor:
Sally Fishburn, President, SA Fishburn, Inc., Danville, VT. Sally Fishburn, owner of S.A. Fishburn, Inc. started her historic preservation career upon the completion of the North Bennet Street School’s Preservation Carpentry program in 1991. S.A. Fishburn, Inc., helps individuals (home owners, municipalities, non-profits, etc...) maintain the historic spirit of their buildings through hands-on preservation, consulting, and design work. S.A. Fishburn, Inc. offers wood window restoration, plaster preservation, reproduction architectural millwork, and custom cabinetry in traditional styles.

Time: 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM daily
Cost: $150 for tuition and lunch daily and $55 for materials and disposable N100 respirator, coveralls, booties, and gloves.
Note: We recommend that you have completed a Lead RRP training certification prior to enrollment.
Recommended Advance Reading: National Park Service “Preservation Briefs:”
#9, the Repair of Historic Wooden Windows
#10, Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork
#28, Painting Historic Interiors
#37, Appropriate Methods for Reducing Lead-Paint Hazards in Historic Housing
#39, Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic Buildings
Text to be included in class: John Leeke’s Saving America’s Windows
Learning Objectives

- Describe the history of windows and glazing through class discussions of slides, lecture, and hands-on examination of windows from different periods.
- Describe the construction and styles of wooden windows and their role as character-defining features of buildings through class discussion of slides, lecture, and hands-on examination of windows from different periods.
- Conduct a window assessment survey to evaluate and select appropriate window treatments using sample course materials under the supervision of the instructor.
- Evaluate the condition of and develop treatment recommendations for window casings and storm windows using sample course materials under the supervision of the instructor.
- Evaluate the condition of and repair a window sash including the construction of a sash easel, sash removal and repair, paint removal and reapplication, glass removal, glazing, and reinstallation with appropriate insulation using sample course materials under the supervision of the instructor.
- Schedule and calculate the total cost of a window repair project including planning, evaluation, and repair using sample course materials under the supervision of the instructor.
- Generate a plan for scheduled window maintenance using sample course materials under the supervision of the instructor.
- Apply safety measures in use of window repair products and construction techniques.

For more information and to register please contact:

THE PRESERVATION EDUCATION INSTITUTE
A Division HistoricWindsor, Inc.
PO BOX 1777, 54 MAIN STREET
WINDSOR, VT 05089-0021
802-674-6752 802 356-4348
histwininc@valley.net www.preservationworks.org

This course is approved for 18 AIA HSW Learning Units. The Preservation Education Institute is a registered provider with the American Institute of Architects Continuing Education System. This project is funded in part by the Waterford Historic Properties Committee, Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation and the Connecticut State Historic Preservation Office and done in cooperation with the Town of Waterford, CT.